OHSU Funding Alerts:
Week of December 21, 2023

OHSU Funding Opportunities

New this week!

Multidisciplinary || OHSU Occupational Health Sciences' Summer Student Research Awards
What: Paid summer internships designed to introduce undergraduate students to biomedical and occupational health research
Who should apply: Students who are Oregon residents or attend college in Oregon and are working toward their first four-year degree
Award: Up to $4,000/up to 10 weeks
Deadline: Feb. 15, 2023, 5 p.m. PT
Apply through the CAP

Women’s Health || Circle of Giving Women’s Health Research Funding Opportunity Deadline: Jan. 12, 2024
Apply through the CAP

Public Health || OHSU-PSU School of Public Health Kickstarter Awards Deadline: Accepted on a rolling basis through Jan. 15, 2024
Apply through the CAP

Neuroscience || OHSU Foundation The Valerie Palmer Global Health Neurology Diversity Research Award Deadline: Jan. 31, 2024

Send questions to funding@ohsu.edu; apply through the CAP

Pediatrics || OHSU Doernbecher Children’s Hospital 2024 Friends of Doernbecher Grant Program Deadline: Feb. 16, 2024, 5 p.m. PT
Apply through the CAP

Multidisciplinary || NIGMS, OHSU Research & Innovation and Vollum Institute OHSU Postbaccalaureate Research Education Program (PREP) Deadline: March 1, 2024, 11:59 p.m. PT
Send questions to PREPtograd@ohsu.edu
Apply through the CAP

Limited Submission Opportunities

New this week!

Multidisciplinary || Ono Pharma Foundation Breakthrough Science Initiative Awards Program
What: Supports high-risk and high-reward science research projects, particularly about technical innovations and chemical biology research that provide solutions to human health barriers
Who should apply: Young and/or mid-career scientists (15 years or less from start of independent academic position) who has no previous relationship with the Ono Pharma Foundation; PIs also may not apply for funding to amplify current work
Award: Up to $1.035 million/up to three years

Deadline: Internal submission due: Jan. 5, 2024; LOI due: Feb. 15, 2024, 2 p.m. PT; Application due: May 9, 2024, 2 p.m. PT
Apply through the CAP
This organization is on the President’s List; submit a notice of intent form before applying

Cancer || Cancer Research Institute Irvington Postdoctoral Fellowship Program Deadline: Internal submission: Jan. 3, 2024; Application due: March 1, 2024, 2 p.m. PT
Apply through the CAP

PLEASE NOTE: DO NOT APPLY TO THIS OPPORTUNITY YET. The V Foundation has not released its RFA for this opportunity yet. All information here is based on last year’s RFA and is subject to change. Deadlines and other information will be updated when the RFA is released. This is being posted early so, if this opportunity is of interest, you can plan ahead.

Cancer || V Foundation Women Scientists Innovation Award for Cancer Research Deadline: DEADLINE WILL BE UPDATED WHEN RFA IS RELEASED. Internal submission due: Jan. 8, 2024
Apply through the CAP
This organization is on the President’s List; submit a notice of intent form IF YOU ARE CHOSEN AS A NOMINEE

15, 2024; Application due: March 15, 2024
Apply through the CAP

Multidisciplinary || Association of American Medical Colleges Herbert W. Nichols Faculty Fellowship Deadline: Internal submission: Feb. 5, 2024; Application due: April 5, 2024, 8:59 p.m. PT
Apply through the CAP

PLEASE NOTE: DO NOT APPLY TO THIS OPPORTUNITY YET. The V Foundation has not released its RFA for this opportunity yet. All information here is based on last year's RFA and is subject to change. Deadlines and other information will be updated when the RFA is released. This is being posted early so, if this opportunity is of interest, you can plan ahead.

Cancer || V Foundation Adult Translational Cancer Research Deadline: DEADLINE WILL BE UPDATED WHEN RFA IS RELEASED. Internal submission due: Feb. 12, 2024
Apply through the CAP
This organization is on the President’s List; submit a notice of intent form IF YOU ARE CHOSEN AS A NOMINEE

Multidisciplinary || Multiple NIH Organizations Assessment of Climate at Institutions (ACT) Award (RC2 - Clinical Trial Not Allowed) Deadline: Internal submission: April 3, 2024; LOI due: June 3, 2024 (LOI not required but highly encouraged); Application due: July 1, 2024, 5 p.m. PT
Apply through the CAP

Merit Prizes and Awards

Genomics || NHGRI Solicitation of Nominations for the 2023 National Human Genome Research Institute’s Betty J. Graham Leadership Award for Enhancing Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility in the Genomics Workforce Deadline: Dec. 22, 2023, 8:59 p.m. PT

Psychology || American Psychological Foundation Charles L. Brewer Distinguished Teaching of Psychology Award Deadline: Dec. 31, 2023

Psychology || American Psychological Association Division 29 Society for the Advancement of Psychotherapy Early Career Award Deadline: Dec. 31, 2023

Psychology || American Psychological Foundation Div. 37 Diane J. Willis Early Career Award Deadline: Jan. 31, 2024

NIH Federal Opportunities

This week the NIH released funding opportunities concerning genetics, cancer prevention, and immunology. We’ve highlighted some opportunities of potential interest below.

Multidisciplinary || Multiple NIH Organizations Discovery of in vivo Chemical Probes for the Nervous System (R01 Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
What: Supports investigators who have interest and capability to join efforts for the discovery of in vivo chemical probes for novel brain targets
Who should apply: Anyone with a research interest in in vivo chemical probes
Award: Not limited/up to five years
Deadline: Feb. 5, 2024, 5 p.m. PT

Multidisciplinary || Multiple NIH Organizations Multidisciplinary Studies of HIV/AIDS and Aging (R01 Clinical Trial Optional)
What: Supports applications at the intersection of HIV and aging by proposing research that aims to improve the understanding of aging through the lens of HIV infection and approaches for testing, preventing, and treating HIV infection; see also PAR-24-092
Who should apply: Anyone with a research interest in HIV and aging
Award: Not limited/up to five years
Deadline: June 5, 2024, 5 p.m. PT

Private Opportunities

Multidisciplinary || U.S. Department of Energy Early Career Research Program
**What:** Supports the development of individual research programs of outstanding scientists early in their careers and to stimulate research careers in the areas supported by the DoE Office of Science

**Who should apply:** Researchers must be untenured, tenure-track assistant or associate professors at a U.S. academic institution or full-time employees at a DOE national laboratory or Office of Science user facility

**Award:** Awards to an institution of higher education will be approximately $875,000/five years

**Deadline:** LOI due: Jan. 30, 2024, 2 p.m. PT; Applications due: April 25, 2024, 8:59 p.m. PT

---

**Multidisciplinary | Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Systems for Action: Systems and Services Research to Address Systemic Racism**

**What:** Supports a new cohort of research studies to produce new, actionable evidence about how to help medical, social, and public health systems work together to address forms of systemic racism

**Who should apply:** Applicants must be either public entities or nonprofit organizations that are tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code; further eligibility info on website

**Award:** Up to $500,000/up to three years

**Deadline:** LOI due: Feb. 7, 2024, noon PT; Applications due: May 22, 2024, noon PT

*This organization is on the President’s List; submit a notice of intent form before applying*

---

**Multidisciplinary | OHSU School of Medicine Exploratory Research Seed Grants**

**Deadline:** Applications accepted anytime

*Apply through the CAP*

---

**Multidisciplinary | OHSU School of Medicine Endeavor Awards**

**What:** Supports collaborative research projects that bring together investigators with diverse areas of expertise to tackle challenges in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer

**Who should apply:** Applicants must have an independent faculty research appointment (tenure-track or equivalent) at a non-profit academic institution

**Award:** Up to $3 million/up to three years

**Deadline:** March 12, 2024

*This organization is on the President’s List; submit a notice of intent form before applying*

---

**Multidisciplinary | OCTRI Mobile Apps for Clinical Studies (MACS)**

**Deadline:** Rolling; application will close when funding for the fiscal year is exhausted

*Apply through REDCap*

---

**Multidisciplinary | OCTRI Pilot Awards Regulatory Consultation and Assistance Program**

**Deadline:** Awarded on a rolling basis

*Apply through REDCap*

*Send questions to Claudia Nakama*

---

**Multidisciplinary | OHSU Fellowship for Diversity in Research**

**Deadline:** Applications accepted anytime

*Apply through the CAP*